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Motivation
Synthetic speech is
boring to listen to for
long periods...
Excludes sentence-level effects, which
are hard to predict from text: yields
synthetic speech which has acceptable
sentence-level neutral rhythm and
intonation
Sentences chosen for
phonetic coverage and read in
random order

Solution: train on data
with the type of variation
we would like in our
synthetic speech

Difficult: no wellestablished way to
represent sentence level
effects, or predict them
Solution: learn a ‘space of
sentences’ automatically during
training, in an unsupervised way

Conventional TTS
training data
‘Found’ TTS
training data

Established techniques for HMM synthesis:
eigenvoices, MR-HSMM, CAT...
Similar technique for DNN-based synthesis?

Current focus: can we learn a useful control space? Control vectors
supplied by a human operator. Future: prediction from text

The model
Conventional
DNN TTS system

Proposed
DNN TTS system
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Input and output of both systems is
at the 5ms frame level
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supplements the
standard linguistic features with
sentence representations. Each
sentence vector is shared by all
frames in the sentence, and allows
the model to account for sentencelevel variation not explained by the
standard features
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“The second goal, developing
meaningful distributed representation for the
data, is achieved by extending the error signals to the
input layer and modifying the representations as if
they were weights on connections coming in to
the input layer.”

Control
The axes of the discovered
space have no predefined
meaning, but represent
directions of sentence-level
variation in the training data

The space allows control of the
synthesiser’s sentence-level
characteristics by a human operator

The space allows
the acoustic
parameters
generated by the
synthesiser to be
modified in a way
which respects their
natural covariation
with each other and
with the linguistic
context
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4. Conclusions>

>

We have shown how the global prosodic characteristics of syn-

